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This article Ji':usses the nature of work, ideólogy. and science in \Vestern capital-
iSl ",h'ieties. It analyzes how capitalist or bour~ce~s idcology reproduces capitalist
domin~nce in lile spheres ol' production (Section 1); politics'(Section In, and science
and 111cdicinc (Section III). AIso. this article explains how tIle working class responds
to th~lt capitalist dominance through a continuous process of class struggle. Sections 1,
11, aIld 11 ~;tl0W hüw class struggle affects bourgeois dominan ce in the processes of
production, politics, and science and medicine, respectively. Special focus in
Section 111is on the anaJysis of (a) how bourgeois dOfl1inance appears in science and
medicine, (b) how bourgeois ide.ology appears and is reproduced in medical
knowledge, and (c:)\ how class struggle detennines the nature of scientific and nledical
knowledge. Inihis se.ction, an alternative rnode of production of scientific and
medical knowlcdge, different frorn ,the pr-evalcnt bourgeois ane, is presented and
discussed. In aH Unee sections, medicine and medical.knowledge are chosen as tlle
primary points of l"eference.

"The docs keep telling nze tlzere 's nothirlg wrong with the place where 1 lvork. 1
'guess they're supposcd fo knovv it al! because they've had a lot af education and
cvcrything. ['rn no ('~"(pertlike they are, but 1 su.re as hell know there 's sonzething
l-vrollK in tIJa! nzill and lhe otller KUYS arcsaying the same thing. ()ne thing 1 know
lor sure. rlzat place is killing uso "

Canccr paticnt and stcclworker fruIn the Bethlehern Stecl
Corporation rnilJs, Sparrows Point, Maryland, 1978

i.

IT\TRODUCTrON
CL/\SS STRUGGL~~ AND HEALTH

Therc lS a conecro ,llnong the centers of power in the \Vestern capitalist \;vorId that
~ornething is going \vrong with the nature otwork in that world. EditoríaIs in the da ily
press, art icles in scholarly papers, rcports of powerful foundations, ex posé pi'ograms
on tclcvision, and-.:even lTIOre recently--son1e COITIn1ercial ftlrns have focused on
diffcrcnt \.limensiol1s and conlponcnts of what has been ealled the "crisis at the work-
place" in contemporary society. Part of this crisis is the rebeUion of the working
populations against their conditions of w~rk, rebellions wllich appear in different

This artide is an expanded version of one published under the same tit1e in Social Science &
!kfedicine, Sun1mer 1980 issue.
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for"m~ such as absenteeisrn, turnover, or rust plain sabotage. These have reached stich'
proportions as to become a cause fo! major alarm by the establishments of those
societies. A.n example of this concern and alarm is one ol' the reports of the po\verful
Trilateral Comnlission (1). A major recommendation 01' that Commission, \vhich
includes representatives of the power structure of thé top capitalist developed socie-
ties, is tbat Ha major intervention is required in the area of work in our societies" to
attack workers' discontent and alienation at its roots, since, otherwise, those rebellions
can threaten the very survival of the Western economic systenl-a euphemístlc term
which is used to define Western capitalismo The representatives of the bourgeoisie or
capitalist class-or, to"use a more American term, the corporate class-as the most class
conscious of all classes, tend to perceive quite clearly from where they sit where
trouble may conle from, Le. from the working class's rebellion against the main
column on which the entire capitalist system is bullt: t~e nature and the conditiolls
on 'ltvlzichbasis work is extracted /roln the ~vorkers (2).

Gn the other side of the ideological fence, progressive forces in the United States
have only recently" begun seeing signs of that potential storm. MaI1Y, however, still
seem to be stuck in that scenario so widely emphasized by ideologists of capitalism
and radical s alike that the working class has practically" disappeared as an agent of
change and, instead, has been absorbed into society, becoming part of the larger
consuming and undifferentiated masses. According to sorne radical theorists, other
groups are supposed to have taken over that task of carrying on the much needed
struggle for change, while the working c1ass has been "lost" and has become part of
a one-dirnensional society (3). \Vitness, for exanlp1e, a recent publication edited by
a 1eading radical in this country (4) who, in covering the changes in the cultural
meaning of medicine, refers in his introduction to the impact of b1ack's and women's
strugg1es in the redefinition of hea1th and medicine, but not once does he refer to the
strugg1es which are taking place at the sites of work in the Western capitalist societies,
strugg1es wruch 1 believe are among the most important ones in changing the nature
of our society, including the definition of health and medicine. Just in the" United
States alone, mi1lions of workers were involved in strikes 1ast year \vhich had to do
primari1y with work conditions and health. From the wlldcat strikes among steel-
workers in Gruo who asked to change conditions of work and medical regulations
\vhich applied in their working places, to the coal miners who struck for three
rnonths-threatening, as President Carter indicated, the stability of the economy,
i.e. U. S. capitalism- for the right to strike for health and safety conditions and for
the right to retain sorne form of control over their health plans, there are signs that
tnajor struggles are taking place at thc workp1ace questioning the rneaning of work
under capitalism and its effects on thc health and well-being of Our working popula-
tions. Health-related issues have been. triggering points in many of those strugg1es,
and health-related movements have had an important in1pact on changing the nature
of political and social institutions, including labor's own institutions. A most recent
eX:.:Jnpl~ is the key" rul~ •.played by the black lung movement" in creating Miners for
Denlo:racy. That movement rallied the majority of coal miners around the issue of
dClnoc.::atizing their uníon, the United Mine Workers, and overthrowing the corrupt
Boy1e leadcr~.hip (5). A very important issue-a key aue-in ihat figIlí was a hea1th-
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. related lssue"i.the need to recognize and compensate black lung as an occupation-
related condition, and the right to strike for safety conditions. The miners fought a
tough battle to redefine health and medicine, showing-against the verdict of coal
companies, state and federal legislative bodies and agencies, and even large sect?rs ~f
the academic community-that coal mining is indeed a very unhealthy occupatlOn lfi

our society.lt would be erroneous to consider those struggles as new or limited only to the
United States. The long struggle which the working class carried out in the 19th and
20th centuries in the United States and many other countries as well to limit the
daily working hours to eight already had as its goal a redefining of the meaiüng of
work and health. As an Italian folk song of the 19th century (6) put it:

We want to change the social order
We are fed up with work without meaning
\Ve want to enjoy life and health, sun, an,~ flowers
We want eight hours for work, eight hours to rest, and

eight hours to Uve, to have-joy , and to dream.

This history of the working class in the United States, and other countries as well,
is punctuated by a continuous struggle to redefine the nature of work and health.
And these struggles have heightened to such an extent that, as the Trilateral Comrnis-
sion indicates, they are threatening the current international capitalist order. Most of
the strikes in the Western developed capitalist world in the last two decades have had
to do with working conditions and how those working conditions affect the well-being
and health of the laboring populations (7). Actually, a key characteristic of the current
international capitalist crisis is the conflict which appears between the demand by the
representatives of capital for higher productivity at the workplace (extracting as much
work as possible from each worker) and the resistance by the workers (although not
always by their unions) to that demand for higher productivity. The workers know
quite well the meaning and impact which higher productivity-with higher speeds of
work, longer number of working hours, night shifts of workers, and the like-has on
their health and lives. Economic successes that have been presented as "miracles,"
high1y applauded in established centers of power, have concealed the enormous
sacrifices which they have implied for the working populations. Just one example
among many is the economic "miracle" in the 1960s in Italy. Even in the land of the
Vatican, that economic "miracle" did not have much of a spiritual intervention.
The spiritual had a bloody, earthy touch. Just in terms of cost of major occupational
injuries at the workplace, the figures speak for themselves: 440,000 in 1946,950,000
in 1956, and 1,400 ,000 in 197O (8). There was a clear relationship between higher
productivity and higher darnage at the workplace in the 1950s and '60s (the period of
the "miracles"), not to speak of the irnrnense suffering in disease, stress, rnalaise, and
ruined personal and farnily lives. Ai:tually, the social unrest and final explosion which
took place in Italy in the late '60s, and in particular in the "hot auturnn" of 1969
when workers and cornrnunities took over factories and other economic and social
institutions, represented a rebellion against those working and liVingconditions. In
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thos~ rebellions, the control of work, tlle meaning and purpose of that work, and:t~~ .
consequences in \vorkers' lives were the fo,?us of the struggle. As a group of workers
indicated in the slogan they hung on the door of thc factory they had t~en over:
"\Ve \\'ant a society where '\\Torkers will sing \vhi1e \vork.ing." (9)

Needless to say, these struggles against the nature of work under capitalism occur
not only because of the actual dalnage iInposed on the worker at the workplace, but
also because of the harm created to the \vorkers both within anu outside the working
place and in a11dimensions of their lives. Two recent examples show how work under
capitalism affects the most profound and intimate aspects of workers' lives, including
their sexuality, and how \vorkers rebel against that damage. Dne occurred recent1y at
the British Leyland factory in the United Kingdom when lnanagement wanted to
establish a night shift. The \vorkers rebelled and struck because they perceived that
that change would affeet their sexual relations with their partners. Their slogan, "Make
love, not night work ,'~ put it quite elearly. Sinlilarly, the workers of Pesaro in Italy
noticed that when using machines which have a high frequency of wave lengths, they
felt their sexual appetite diminish. When they approached the oceupational doctors
of the factory, they were told that something was wrong with them or their lovers.
Consequently, they were advised to change Iovers. But the workers felt that their
change in sexuality did not have anything to do with their lovers but with the bosse"s'
inachines, and in what has been called the first "strike for love" in Italy, they struck
and forced management to change those machines (10).

In Sl.lnunary. the fight for the realizatíon of health ís very much at the center of
the conjlict bei\-veen capital and labor whích takes place at the workplace and
heightens in nloments of crisis like lhe curren! one. The struggle which occurs at the
places of work in our Western societies is a most important one, since it questions the
very basic social power relations of capitalism (11).

The /Vature of rVork [!nder Capitalism

Leí us analyze the conditions of work of the working class, that class by whose
sweat and pain thc' goods and services in our society are produced. A primary charac-
teristic of \vork is that its control1ers increasingly shape the nature of work to optimize
their pattern of control over the productive process, the individual producers, and the
coIlectivHy of producers-the working class (12). By means of this process, the
workers are: (a) compartmentalized into increasing1y narrower tasks; (b) hierarchical-
ized by a division of labor which reproduces the class relations in society; and (c)
expropriated from an possibility uf controlling, influencing, oro having a say in the
dcsign or development of the work process or of the products they crea te.

The outeome of this process is a set of relations which cannot be defined as less
than totalitarian. Demoeracy, the capacity of individuals to control their own lives.
S!OPS at the gates of the \\'orking plaees. This "et of authoritarian relations where one
c1ass-the bourgeoisie-~~~trols that process oE production and w~rk and ~he other-
the würking class-doesn't, is what Marx called the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie,
uf'derst ~trlding as sueh not a specific political forn1 of govcmrnent but r'lJ.her an over-
v;helnur.g dominance and control \vhich the bourgeoisie has over the 111eans and
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, processes of"production.,Nowhere for the lnillions of workers d~es ~hat.dictatc',~'. '
appear more clear1y than at the place of work. Michael Bosquet (13), In lus USU~L \".',;

way, puts' this quite clear1y when he invites the reader to:

Try putting 13 1ittle pins in 13 little holes 60 times an hour: eight hours a day.
Spot-weld 67 'steel plates an hour, then find yourself one day facu~g a new assembly-
Hne needing 110 an hou!. Fit 100 coils to 100 cars every ho.ur? t!~~ten seven ~olt~
thfee times anlinute. Do your work in noise "at the safety limlt, In a fine mlst l)t

oil, solvent and met.al dust. Negotiate for the right to take a piss-or relieve yourst:'lf
furtively behind a big press so that you don't break the rhythm and lose your bonus.
Speed up to gain the time to blow your nose or get a bit of gr~t out o.f your eye.
Bolt your sandwich sitting in a pool of grease because the canteen IS 10 mmutes away
and you've only got 40 for your lunch-break. As you cr?ss the factory thresh~ld.
lose the freedom of opinion, the freedom of speech, the nght to meet and assoclate
supposedly guaranteed under the constitution. Obey without arguing, suffer punish-
ment without the right of appeal, get the warst jobs if the manager doesn't like yOU!

face. Try being an assembly-line worker.

There is a popular movie in the United States-- "Blue Collar" -which sho\\'s (h"
inside of a factory, Le. ho\v'people work, a theme very rarely treated by the rHt'd';l

in the United States. And in spite of its many serious polítical and ideological t1Ü\\'s.
it shows what the inside of a factory looks like. lt shows in essence the Gulags \ ,1'
Capitalismo ActualIy, this movie understates the conditions of work, since it \\':lS

fl1med in a small car factory rather than in a more typicallarge one where the Spt.~d
of work is much higher. The managers of those more typical car manufacturing ind liS.

tries did not want to show the inside of their factories (14).
Hut these characteristics of asselnbly line work are not unique to workers in (lit"

automobile industry or warkers in manufacturing alone. Manyother studies havc het.11

done showing how assembly Hne work, where the individual worker is carrying OlJt

predetermined tasks ayer which he or she does not have much control, is also the nl( INI

frequent type of work among sales, clerical, and large sectors of public servj(,f:
workers. Indeed, that expansion of the atomized ruerarchical and authoritari:lll
division of labor is growing rather than diminishing in most areas of work in socit' y t

and is being presented as needed to increase the efficiency and productivity 01' 11 H~

worker, Le to extract as much work as possible from the worker. But that dem:1lJd
by representatives of the capitalist class is not made without misgiving about lJt IV{

long the working class will tolerate those conditions of work. As a leading expOntlJl
of the establislunent put it, "How long can our polítical system stand the sevenl¡
million who live the majority of their working hours in an atmosphere whic}, j~

totalitarian?" (15)
In the following pages of this article, 1 \vilI explain how bourgeois ideology r~f)fl)

duces these dOlninantjdon1inated relations in the sphere of production (Secti()f. 1),

in the arena of politics (Section JI), and in the area of science, including medi,_: ....t:
(Section JJI).l Needless to say, dominance does not mean complete control (j f, J

TIle \vorking class does not remain passive against that dominatíon. A cOJllin.l'.li.

process ol class struggle takes place, where the working class also \vins most signiE'_-é.'

. 1 By ideology, 1 mean, with Gramsci, the ethical, jurídical, polítical, esthetíc, and philuYJ;" ~
lde~tSabout social reality, as well as the set of customs, practices, and behaviors which con~(;J(j....
or unconsciously reflect that vision of reality.
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~ctories and determines changes in ~he' bo~ndaries, mea~s, and.instruments of th~t

d. (17) How this class struggle affects that domlnance ID the world of pr -
ommance . .. d 111 ec-

d t. of politics and of science is also covered In Sect10ns 1, 11, an , resp
uc Ion" . . d. 1 kn 1 d thetively. In aH thIee sections, 1 have chosen medlcme and me lca ow e ge as '
primary points of reference .

SECTION 1
WORK,MARKETIDEOLOGY,AND

THE REPRODUCTION OF POWER RELATIONS

How is class dominance being reproduced? By different meanso For example, the
division of labor within the working class, by dividing the labor force into different
categories, erodes a sense of cla~s solidarity ~As a leading trade unionist of :he. ~ealth
sector in Great Britain recent1y said (18), "By dividing workers into a mult1pllc1ty of
sections and grades, management tries to lead them to believe that they have no
common interests and that their interests are opposite o" Also reproducing those
dominant! dominated relations are the conditions of work, high1y hierarchical and
authoritarian which tend to create a habit of submission and subordination, further
accentuated by afear of unemployment or dismissal which tends to produce an
obedient body of workers and citizens.

There are two other factors which explain the reproduction of these relationso
One, very important ideologically, is that this type of work is presented not as a
result of specific power relations in society, but rather as a logical, rational, and
natural outcome of the unavoidable and unchangeable industrialization and techno-
logization of the work processo Thus, the culprit of workers' pains is seen in the
unchangeable industrialization and technology of work rather than in the social power
relations which determine this specific type of oppressive industrialization and tech-
nology o Needless to say, the absence in the current historica1 period of models of
alternative processes of production and work strengthens the ideology that ours is the
only logical, rational, and natural way of organizing production. But dominant
ideology tries to irnpress on the worker that those relations are not only natural. but
also faír. This dominant! dominated relationship in the \vorld of production appears as
a fair exchange in the labor rnarket in which those exploitative relations are veiled and
mystified by rnaking them appear as a matter of free, unfettered, and equal exchange
bet\veen the laborer who sells his labor and the capitalist who pays a wage for it.
Needless to say, bourgeois ideology may even be willing to admit and accept that
lnuch work today is oppressive and does not offer the possibility for self-fulfillment
to the worker. But this same ideolob~ will quickly add that the \vorker is compensated
with a fair \vage and that faír wage will allow the worker to obtain the key to the door
to h1S self-fulfillment in the house of consumptiono The worker, denied the possibility
for creativity and self~fulfillment in the worId of production, is said to be given that
possibility in the \vorlcd.of consumption oMoreover, while he has. no control over the
work process, he is being told that he has control over the product of that process
where, not as a \\'orker but as a consumer, he can, through the free expression of his
wants in the market, al10cate the resources in that societyo Thus the sovereignty denied
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to the worker in the wor1d of production appears as the sovereignty of the consumer
in the world of consumption. In tlús scenario, the criteria and discussion of fairness
center not on the control of the process of work but, rather, on the price to pay the
worker for his work so that he may reach a sense of fulfillment, control, and pursuit
of happiness in the \vorld of consumption.
Suffice it to say, it is of param,?unt importance for the reproduction of the capital-

ist system that all struggles at the point of production be shifted to the area of con-
sumption, with the focus of the struggle being the cost of labor-personal and social
wages-rather than the control of the process of production. The acceptance of this
shift in the struggle from the world of production to the world of consumption by
the trade unions, and their consequent focus on the price of labor, has been a primary
reason for the reproduction of capitalist relations. As Gramsci indicated (19, p. 30):
"trade unionisn1 by organizing workers not as producers but as wage earners had
accepted and submitted to the rationale of the capitalist system where workers are
merely sellers of their labor power." The shift from workers to wage earners is a key
mechanism of reproduction. of capitalist relation~ and responds to the intrinsic need
of capitalism to separate the world of consumption from the world of production,
focusing a11 areas of conflict on the former and not on the latter. Capital, in its
position within the class strugg1e, clearly perceives the correctness of Marx's position
when he wrote in the Grundisse (20) that, " ... the important point to be emphasized
here is that whether production and consumption are considered as activities of one or
separate individuals, they appear as aspects of one process in which production forms
the starting point and therefore the predominant factor .... " A predominant factor
whose control capital cannot allow to be questioned.
A consequence of that bourgeois ideological domiuance and acceptance of the

unalterability of the process of work (and shift of the strugg1e from the world of
production to the area of consumption) has been the acceptance by the unions of
damage created. at the workplace as being unavoidable, and thus the champ de bataille
has been on the compensation for that damage. Consequently, occupational medicine,
a branch of forensis medicine in its beginnings, had as its initial task to define for
management the nature and size of the datnage which needed to be compensated.
Occupational doctors, still caBed COITlpany doctars in many countries. today , had as
a primary function to defend management interests and obfuscate or veil the actual
damage created at the workplace. The struggle was, and still continues to be, between
labor, which demanded a higher compensation, and capital (helped by occupational
doctors), which wanted to minimize that compensation, denying for as long as possible
that there was ~ny relationship between work, disease, and death. Let me add here
that not only occupational physicians directIy employed by management, but many
in academe, medica! schools, and schools of public health, supported directly and
indirectly by grants or funds from industry or industry-financed foundations, con-
tributed to veil and mystify that relationship between \vork and disease (21 J.
A further consequence of the separation between the worlds of production and of

consumption was that the damage created at the workplace, when and if recognized,
was perceived to be unrelated to the damage produced outside the work context.
Thus, a dichotomy ,vas established between the btanches uf medicine' responsible
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for the definition and adlninistratio(l of disease at the workplace (occupational
nledicine) and at the non-workplace, in the world of consumption (medical care) .
. That dichotomy, production/consunlption, is stiB present today and is being repro-
duced in the structure of health services with different administrations responsible
for those two separated branches of medicine.

In SUlnn1ary, that shift of the struggle around the workplace [rom (a) control of
,\\'ork to compensation for damage; and from (b) the world of production to the world
of consu111ption has led to the establislunent of occupational medicine as a separate
branch of lnedicine historically controlled by managen1ent in charge of defining
damage and compensation. Needless to say, the priorities within the social system
\vere higher for the medicine of consulnption than for the medicine of production,
particularly considering that a primary function for the latter-the one of policing
the labor force-was achieved under capitalislTI by other lTIOre effective means tha11

occupational medicine.
AH these struggles on compensation were, for the most part, carried out under the

supervision of the state institutions where capital was far more influential than labor,
\\Thich leads me to discuss the second area where those dominant/ dOlninated relations
are being reproduced: in the realm of the polítical institutions.

SECTION 11
WORK, POLITICAL IDEOLOGY, AND

THE REPRODUCTION OF POWER RELATIONS

In the san1e way that it is of paramount importance for the reproduction of the
dominant/dominated relations at work to shift a11strugg1es around the control over
the process of production to the \vorld of consumption, it is equally important to
shift those same strugg1es from the world of work to the world of representative

politics. Indeed, just as the worker/subservient relationship is concealed at the
econonlÍc leve! of our society under the ideology of consumer sovereignty, the worker/
subservient situation is concealed at the polítical level, with the dominated worker
being presented as citizen -sovereign. According to bourgeois ideology, people decide
through the market what they consume and through the polítical process what they
\vant. A clear representative of this position is EH Ginzberg, professor in the Business
School at Colulnbia University, who begins his book entit1ed The Limits of Health
Reforn1: The Search for Realism with the following sentence (22, p. 3): '''In our
society, it is still the citizens \vho, through their voice in the market place and in the
legislature, ultimately detern1ine how their resources will be allocated." According
to this ideology, \vorkers become citizens and, as such, ha ve the same rights as the
controllers of their work .. Assembly line \vorkers are supposed to have the same
political and juridical weight, according to legislative discourse, as the Henry Fords
of An1erica. Both categories-bosses and workers-are abstracted into a new category:
the citizens who dete'rn1ine, with equal weight, the major polítical decisions. In the
political-juridical realm, they are 'both equal. But is it really true that both have the
SdI11epower to choose, decide, and develop different politica1 alternatives? Many
studies have been prepared showing (hat the Henry Fords of 'Amcrica, oroof any other
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. Western capifalist country, have far more power-an Llverwhelmingpower to shape the
nature of what is discusséd, voted upon, and presented in the political debate-than
assembly tine or other types of workers (23). . .

In order to consider them with equal political power, Gmzberg and others wlth
him have had to consider them as individual citizens, an abstract category which
levels off everyone independent of his position in the world of production where
goods and services are being produced. But men and women under capitalism are not
equal. That assumed equality in the realm of politics is continually shown as inequalitY
in the realm of production. Under capitalism, the relations of production allocate men
and women into different social classes, defmed by their differential access to and
possession of the means of production (24). Agents within those classes have, indeed,
different politícal and thus juridical power. The class which owns, controls, and
possesses the means of work has a dominant hegemony in the politícal-juridical
apparatus of the state and in the ideological-cultural apparatus of socíety (25). It goes
without saying that the intellectual representatives of that class deny this, dismissing
it as a simplification, tolerable for "ideologs" but not for reasonable people. They
present it as a matter of fact that the politícal-juri(iícal institutíons are an outcome of
the will of the people who, vía the electoral process in representative democracy, peri-
odically elect those in whom authority is being bestowed. Consequent1y, bourgeois
dominance in the apparatus of representation is denied by bourgeois ideology, in
which bourgeois domina tion is veiled and mystified as represen ting the popular
sovereignty and the vox populi. According to this ideology, the. workers, regardless
of how exploited in the economic arena they may be, are stiU' supposed to be free
and equal citizens who, by their will, have chosen, and continue to choose, a system
which reproduces that system of exploitation. This is the most important ideological
legitimation of the bourgeois rule, Le. people want it and ~hoose it. .
It is worth stressing that in this scheme of things, democracy is not-as Lincoln

said-government by I the people, but one occasionally approved by the people.
Democracy is thus defined differentIy from self-governance. In such a democracy,
. governments come and go at the approval of the people. In this respect, the govem-
ment is assumed to represent we, the people, and what happens in our societies is what
we, the citizens, want. As Etzione recentIy indicated in Tite Washington Post (26),
"We, in the United States, have decided that we value production more than risk or
damage at the work place." And that we is supposed to mean, of course, the American
people, who have expressed their political will through their political institutions. We,
the citizens, have chosen to maximize production rather than safety at work. It speaks
of the overwhelming dominance which the bourgeois position has in official and
academic discourse that authors such as Ginzberg, Etzione, and many others can
consider these expressions as merely factual and absent of ideological n1eaning. They
would strong1y deny, of course, that they are bourgeois ideologists who reproduce
the scheme convenient and favorable to dominance of our lives by the bourgeoisie.
It is easy to predict that the bourgeois theorists would dismiss as "rhetorical" the
interpretation that it is not we, the American people, but the capitalist class, which
primari1y-although not exclusively-dominates the state functions; and that it is not
we, but the controllers of work, who decide on the nature of production and
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~onsumption in society. They would, 'indeed', dismiss that as Marxist "rhetori~ .''-:.But
rhey do not realize, or want to realize, that theirs is also a rhetoric and one which
reproduces a pattern of class power relations where the minority and not the majority
makes the major decisions. In summary, each ideological position has its O\vn discourse
dismissed as "rhetoric" by its adversary. The untenability and incredibility of
bourgeois rhetoric, wruch assumes that we, the American peopIe, decide on major
lssues in society, is increasing1y cIear for all to see. The majority of American citizens
who belong to the working class and lower-middle class know reality far better than
the bourgeois theorists. In many polls, they have expressed their belief that the two
majar parties are controlled by corporate America and that the governnlent institu-
tions work principally f9r the benefit 6f Big Business-that folksy term used to refer
to the capitalist class (27).

In summary, then, the dominant/ dominated relations at the \vorkplace are being
reproduced by shifting strugg1es from the world of production to the world of repre-
sentative politics where the bourgeoisie is the dominant force. lt is of paramount
importance for the bourgeois order that a cIear separation be established between the
econornic class struggle confined within trade uníon battles (primarily con cerned
with the price of labor and compensation of work and damage) and the political strug-
gles carried out primarily by the polítical parties in the realm of representative
democracy. As many points in history-from the General Strike in Britain in 1926 to
the May events in France in 1968-show quite clearIy, the shift of the place and focus
of struggles from the place of work to the arena of representative politics has had a
most important effect in diluting threats to the bourgeois order. But why this dilution,
this weakening of that threat when the arena of struggle shifts from the floor of the
factory to the parliament? One reason is that representative democracy converts the
process of participation frorn active to passive, delegating popular power to elected
and/or selected' representatives. These representatives, however well they may repre-
sent the interests o( the working class and popular masses, have to conform tooa set of
rules and operate witltin a set of sta te institutions where the bourgeoísie is, by defini-
tíon, domínant-a bourgeois don1inance wruch gives its character to those institutions,
including the institutions of representation and mediation (28). Thus, it has always
been in the interests of the bourgeoisie to demobilize the mass strugg}es occurring in
the places of production by shifting those struggles to the parliament or its equivalent.

The previous paragraphs should not be understood as shying away from or slo\ving
down the struggles which need to be carried out within the state and organs of repre-
sentative democracy. The class struggle carried out within the apparatuses of the state
can lead to substantial victories for the \vorking class. The National Health Service
(NHS) in the United Kingdom, fo! example, was no doubt a remarkable achievement
for the British working class. But it would be wrong to consider the NHS as a socialist
apparatus within a bourgeois state (29).1 have shown elsewhere how the NHS is under
the hegemony of the bourgeoisie, a hegemony which appears in the ideology, con1po-
sition, and distributio~, ~f medicine in the U.K. (30). Similar1y, the occupational
health legislation which has appeared in the United States from the late 1960s and
early '70s has to be seen also as a great acruevement for the U. S. labor movement. But
the fact that these achievenlents have occurred within a state 'that is unaer bourgeois
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dominan ce explains the limitations ana tite nature af that progressive legislation.
The consequences of bourgeois dominance are many. One is that programs established
by legislative mandates tend-ill the absence af colltilluOUS pressure from the working
c/ass--to be manipulated by the con1ponenls :lnd strata of the bourgeoisie which are
affected by that legislation. Lobbies of those groups are "always there, close to the
corridors of power" to limit and change th~ progressive impact and nature of those
programs. But, more importantly, those programs have to operate within parameters
WhiCh are defined by t.he oyeran power relations in that society and which cannot be
touched upon by those programs. For example, great stress is made by a11 govern-
ments that occupational health programs cannot interfere with the overall pattern of
capital accumulation. Capital formation and the subsequent class power relations
which it sustains cannot be affected by that type of legislation. And when they are,
enormous pressures are brought to bear on governments to assure that that situation

be reversed.
Last, but certainly not least, another cons~quence of bourgeois dOlninance in the

apparatuses of the state, including those progressive programs, is that the ilnplementa-
tion of those programs is carried out Vvithin the ideological framework convenient to
the reproduction of the bourgeois order. For example, the prevalent approach of state
regulatory agencies in occupational tnedicine is to protect the worker against an
environmental agent such as a toxic substance which can cause harm. Consequently,
a strugg1e takes place around the allowable exposure of the worker to that toxic
substance (31). That struggle is a "J)ery irnportant and necessary one. But it is still
carried out within that ideological dichotorny of worker versus environment, which
assumes an independence and autonorny \vhere the worker is on one side of the
working scene and the environment is on the other. Th~ dichotomy of patient or
potential patient versus environment characterizes, as I will discuss .later on, the
conception of risk and disease in bourgeois science. To the same degree that bacteria
were perceived to be. the external cause of disea~e, loxic substances are now perceived
to be the cause of occupátional disease. In eitaer case, however, such a dichotomy is
a fau1ty one. The social power rehJions 'Nhich determine the environment of \ .. ,
exposure~ also determine the natu:e,of the work. proces~ and of t~e agents of that rJó°'
process, l.e. the \\"orkers. Tne SOCIal pO'Ner rclatIons wruch determine the working
environment also de.termine 11ov; the v/orker 11ts within that environment, relates to
that environment, and percelves him~elf in relation to fellow workers and to the
controllers and managers of that enVllonlneIlt. In other words, by focusing on1y on a
specitlc item of that en\1rOnment (the toxic substance) and by not touching on the
po\ver relations which shape both the environn:ent and the worker, the bourgeois
arder is reproduced.

SECTIOI\f I1!
BOURGEOIS DO'MINANCE, IDEOLOGY, AND KNO\VLEDGE IN MEDICINE

In previous sections, 1 have discussed how bourgeois dominance appears in the
world of production and in the political-juridical level of society, and how that domi-
nance has many implications in medicine a~ \vel1. In this section, I \vill foc.us oro how
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th;t class dominance appears also in the production of knowledge in medicine. r.i~y .
studies ha ve been written showing how bourgeois dominance of our research institu-
.tions, including medical research institutions, has determined a set of priorities that,
whi1e presented as apolítical, are in fact clear polítical statements ref1ecting the class
dominan ce of those institutions. Elsewhere, 1 have discussed how tha t overwhelming
c1ass dominanee of our research institutions explains, for example, why most cancer
research in Western capitalist countries has foeused on biologieal and individual
behavior, but not on other faetors~ such as carcinogens that exist in people's work-
places, which could be threatening to the seetions of the bourgeoisie that have a major
influence in the funding institutions for caneer research (32).

It would be erroneous, however, to believe that those cancer research priorities are
merely a result of the influence of powerful interest groups in the top corridors of
power in funding agencies. There is more to it than that. These groups belong to al
class-the bourgeoisie-which has an ideology or vision of reality with an intemallogic
and consistency which, in turn, leads to the support of some positions, conclusions,
and priorities and to the exclusion of others. This bourgeois ideology is the dominant
one under capitalismo That it is dominant, however, does not mean that that bourgeois
ideology is the only ideology. In this regard, it has to be stressed that each s?cial class
has its own vision of reality and ideology. In other words, there is not, under capital-
ism, just a single ideology which is upheld by aH classes, races, and sexes. 1 stress this,
because on both sides of the ideological spectrum, there are ideological currents (33)
which postulate that there is in any society just one ideology-the dominant or ruling
ideology-which has resulted from .that soeiety's choice, wills and wants (as the
bourgeois theorists believe), or from an overwhelming dominance, tantamount to
control, \vhich the bourgeoisie has in that society. Agreeing with Marx (34, pp. 117 J
118) 1 believe that classes have different ideologies which also appear in different
forms of culture:

Upon the different forms of property, upon the social conditions of existen~e,
rises an entire superstructure of distinct and peculiarly formed sentiments, illusions,
modes of thought and views of life. The entire class creates and forms them through
tradition and upbringing.

But one of them, the ideology of the dominant c1ass, is the dominant ideology. As
11arx and Engels indicated (35, p. 64):

... the ideas al the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas, i. e., the class
whích is the ruling materia! force of society, is at the same time its ruling intel1ectua1
force. (Emphasis added)

But this "ruling" does not imply that the working class ideology is either non-existent
or absorbed in the bourgeois one. Nor does it imply that a clearcut division exists
bct\veen the two ideologies with a well-delineated boundary bet\veen them. Class
struggle is continuousb' taking place, \vith victories and defeats which influence both
ideologies. For examplt!~ 1 have already indicated in previous pages how bourgeois
values appear in the working class. An example is when the working class accepts the
helief that the nature of work is determined by industrialization. And vice versa, the
rhet,Jfical (although not actual) acceptance by the bourgeoisie of demoéracy as a part
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. of dominant':ideology was forcea by r1)e w('rking class on the bourgeoisie, when the
1atter social class needed an alliance with the former in its strugg1e against the aristoc-
racy, then 1úndering the rise to power of the bourgeoisie (36} In other words,
democracy was not a set of values and practices spontaneously created by the
bourgeoisie but, rather, an ideology forced on th(; bourgeois ideology by the working
class. The bourgeoisie has always fought by aH means the expansion of democracy,
including the expansion of universal suffrage, freedom of association, freedom of the
press, and many other freedoms which the working class has had to win with great
sacrifice and not without heroic struggle.

In summary, there is, under capitalism, a do~inant ideology which appears in all
institutions, including the institutions of science and medicine.

Class Donlinance in Scientifie /vfed;cine

How does the bourgeois vision of reality appear in sc~~nce and medicine? In many

ways. Let us outline sorne of them.

Diehotomy Seience versus Ideology. An extremely itnportant view within'
bourgeois ideo1ogy is that there is.a clearcut dichotomy between science and ideo1ogy. j
Actually, science was the creation of the nascent bourgeoisie and was contraposed to
religion (seen as the ideological expression of aristocratic dominance)., which it was
considered to transcend and supersede. Science was supposed to be a ne\v global
vision of reality which would rationalize and legititnize the new bourgeois social
system. Galileo, who was one of the founders of the scientific revo1ution-and who,
incidentally, was working as an advisor to coal owners on how to increase the rate
of exploitation of coal miners (37)-established the basis for the creation of new
knowledge based on what was called objective observation and not on theology. Andl
that dichotomy-objectivity versus subjectivity, science versus ideology-has persisted
throughout the history of science. Science was thus perceived as a body of neutral
and value-free knowledge bullt in a painstaking and.linear process in which each new
scientific discovery was constructed upon a previous one. Science and technology
became part of the forces of production and, as such, their development was con-
sidered to be intrinsically positive. According to bourgeois ideology, science andJ
technology (and the process of industrialization which they determine) were forces
of progress, determining, almost in a fatalistic way, the nature and shape of society.
The most recent versions of those positions are the ones taken by Daniel Bell (38)
and others, who indicate that power has shifted from the owners of the means oti

production to the managers of the process of that production and, more recent1y, to
the producers-the scientists-of what is perceived as the most important ingredient
of production: science and technology. J

It is worth stressing here that the bourgeois interpretation of the value-free charac-
ter of science has also appeared within the labor movement, particular1y since Stalin
(39). As Sweezy and Bettelheim (40), as well as Lecourt (41), ha ve e1oquentlY1
indicated, the forces of prodúction, including science and technology, under Stalinism
were perceived as ~ Their development was perceived to be a primary condition
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for the achievement of a change in tbe relations of production at a later stage. That
change in relations of production \vas perceived as needed, because they \vere
retarding and hindering the full developmenf of the forces of production? In t1uJ
dichotorny-forces versus relatíons of production-the forces of production were
primarily understood as the instrun1ents of production, and their developrnent was
considered to be the primary motor of history . The point that has to be stressed here,
and Lecaurt ignores it, is that that instrumentalist understanding of forces of produc-
tion already appeared in Lenin. It was Le!lin who believed that the \Vestern forces of
production (íncluding Taylorism) should be inlported and put to proper and better
use by the Soviet Revolution. Lenin was an enthusiast of Taylorism. As Claudin-
Vrondo (42) has indicated, Lenin conceived science and technology as neutral entities,
rather like tools, the function of wlúch can be changed depending on the use being
made of them. lt should be pointed out that immediately after the October Revolu-
tion, a lnassive democratization in scientific inst,itutions, such as in the medica! ones,
took place with changes in the pattern of class control of medica! schools and other
scientific institutions and with changes in the class origin of the medical, profession
and other scientists. These changes had quite an impact on redefining the nature of
those institutions, and in redefming the process of creating scientific knowledge. That
democratization had a very significant impact in redefining the nature of both
scientific institutions and science itself. The priorities within medicine, for example,
changed quite substantial1y, and initial changes in the understanding of medical
knowledge started taking place. This process of democratization, however, was
strongly reversed later on, in particular under the Stalin regime. Class control of
scientific institutions and class origin of the scientists were reversed most dramatically
under Stalin, giving strong political weight to the experts (scientists and technocrats)
who became the controllers and administrators of scientific knowledge, closely super-
vised by the party apparatus. In this scheme of things, the development of the USSR
meant primari1y the fantastic growth of the [orces of production (including science
and technology) and the better redistribution o[ the product of that process. But it
clid not change the process of production and work, nor those [orces of production.
The nature of science and technology (and, as 1 have shown elsewhere, medicine) did
not change under Stalinism (43).

Forc.es of production are not neutral, however. They carry with them the socia1l
relations of production which determine them. In other words, a factory or a hospital
is not a neutral institution. They are bearers of power relations which determine how
work in those institutions is done, by whom, and with what type of instruments.
How the work process takes place in those and other institutions in society is deter-
mined by the power relations exist.ent in that society. It is not the process and [orces

2 Social relations of production are the rctations whh;h exist in a gh~n process of production
betwt'en the owners of'tPe, n1eans of productioH and the produ(;ers. a relation which depends on
the type of ownership, possession, capacity fe! allocating and designing those means of production,
and the use of the products of that process of production. Forc('~s of production are the forces,
inst rumen~s. labor, and knowlcdge which are org?nized to produce goods and services in a society. ~
How th(' forces uf production are organi7ed, dc~if~ed, and interretped is determined by the social .~ rI'/D.
relations oí production. .:.:

--- _ .. - ------
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of producti~n which determine the social division oE labor (as the theorists of indus-
trialism postulate), but, rather, it is the social division oE labor, its concomitant power
relations, and the ideological re1ations which those power relations carry \vhich deter-
mine the forces oE production, including science and tedmology. The. power re1ations
in society appear a1so within scientific know1edge, and the bourgeois ideological
dominance appears and is being reproduced in the production of knowledge itself J
The dOlninant ideology reproduces itself in scientific knowledge. And this reproduc-
han takes place not on1y by selecting the subjects of inquiry, but also by choosing
the method of inquiry, and the relations which the researcher or inquirer has within
the overall process of production. Needless to say, this position-that bourgeoiS't
ideology reproduces itself in science and thus science is value-laden and not value-free
-is continuously denied by scientists and other bourgeois theoreticicans. Science
appears as the epitome of objectivity. And al1 series of ideologies rush to be called
sciences to gain legitimacy and credibility in bourgeois society. Not only natural
sciences, but a long list of ideological positions appear with the sanction of sciences,
e .g. business sciences, management sciences, social sciences, polítical sciences,
economic sciences. Sciences become the newly accepted vision of reality wruch would
enab1e the citizenry to cope \vith the world in a better fashion. AH types oE ideologies
are thus made compulsory subjects in our scholarIy institutions, from schools to
academe, provided they are ,presented as sciences (Le. value-free and neutral). In this
way, while the parents of a ten-year-old child would strongly object to having him
subjected to compulsory classes on a certain religion or certain ideology, they would
not object, or would not be given the right to object, iE that subject were, or is, pre-
sented as a science, e .g. economic science. Science becomes that magic word which
allows the transformation of value-Iaden knowledge into' a value-free one. Thus, the
dichotomy of science/ideology constitutes a most powerful ideology for the reproduc}
tion of bourgeois relations.

The Division between Experts and Laymen. Once this dichotomy of science/
ideo10gy is established, then we have to ask, What is science? And the bourgeois
response is that science is an objective body of value-free, classless, and universal
knowledge, based on testable observations of reality. As such, the production and
reproduction of scientific knowledge take place in scientific institutions by individ-
uals who-in the overall social division of labor-have been assigned the task of produc-
ing and reproducing that knowledge, Le. the scientists. Science then becomes what
scientists-a sn1allgroup o/ individuals in society-do. And scientific medicine is wha"t
lnedical scientists and practitioners do. Needless to say, al1 systematic knowledge which
is produced outside those institutions, and by individuals other than scientists, is not
considered science. According to this criteria, the documents produced by research
groups in occupational medicine that concluded in the 1930s, '40s, '50s, and even '60s
in the United States that there was not a relationship between black lung and coa!
mining were supposed to be ~'scientific documents and conclusions" and thus trust- .
worthy. On the other hand, the knowledge accumulated by generations of coa!
miners- knowledge \vhich appeared in their culture as folk songs, popular writings,
etc.-that work in the mines was destroying coal. miners' lungs was dismissed as
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cultural, fo1ksy, ideological, and, in ~ummary, untrustworthy. Thus,knowledge is
legitimized only and exc1usively when it comes from scientists. This dichotomy of
"science/ideology then appears operationally as the dichotomy of expert/non-expert
in which the control of the definition of science and expertise is delegated by the
dominant bourgeoisie to another elass, the petit bourgeoisie or professionals who
carry on that task, namely, the production of knowledge under the hegemony of
bourgeois ideology .

This 1ast point of delegation raises the question of the autonomy of science. Catlt
science become autonomous from the dominant ideology? My answer is yes and
no (44). Yes, in the limited sense that once established, it has an internal logic of
its own, Le. the logic of that discipline or branch of science. No, in the major sense
that scientific knowledge is continuously growing under the dominance of bourgeois
ideology. In other words, scientifie knowledge and scientific institutions are under
bourgeois dominance, and that reality shapes the nature of that knowledge. For
example, and as I will explain in the next section, bourgeois dominance in medicine
established a vision and an understanding of disease in which' that "disease was seen
as the laek of equilibrium within the different parts-organs and humors-of the body.
This specific understanding of disease generated a medical knowledge which developed
autonomously. But the division of labor within medieine-specialization-developed
according to the bourgeois understanding of disease. ConsequentIy, this intemallogic
of scientific medicine led to the creation of specialties. which follow organic bases:
eardiologists, nephrologists, and so forth. Thus, medical knowledge developed accord-
ing to its internallogie given by that bourgeois conception of disease. In other words,
bourgeois dOl1zinance always determines in the ultimate instance what occurs in the
realm o/ scientific knowledge (45). ,.¿~

How Bourgeois Ideology Appea"rs in Medical Knowledge

In the previous section, I indicated how the bourgeoisie's definition of science-
knowledge produced by an elite, the scientists-appears and is reproduced in our
society. In this section, I will discuss how that bourgeois ideological dominan ce ayer
~cience appears in the production of knowledge. But, first, let us clarify what we
nlean by production of knowledge. It is the process whereby a perception of reality
is transformed into a specific product, Le. knowledge, a transformation which in
science takes place by intellectuals whose primary instruments of work are the theories
and methods of science. Scientific theories in each science consist of a group of
concepts which belong to that specific branch of science (e.g. the law of gravity in
physics). Scientific method is the way in which those concepts are used. Both theory
and method allow that intellectual-the scientist-to transform this pereeption into
knowledge (46). Needless to say, this knowledge is being reprodueed not in abstraet
but in speeifie institutions, subjeeted to class hegemony, and by scientists whose very
specific visions of reiüity are n101ded by the ideology of the" dominant elass (the
bourgeoisie), their own social class (the petit bourgeoisie), their race, their sex, their
discipline ~their política! position, among other factors. The seientist does not leave a11
those ideolngies outside the walls of the scientitlc institutions. He carries those visions
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. of reality in t:he production of knowledge as well. That producti~n is submerge~ into
and is part and parcel 0[' those ideologies, of which the most 1mportant one lS the
ideology of the donlinant class or bourgeoisie.
How does this bourgeois dominant ideology appear in medicine? By the submersioñt

of that medical knowledge into the positivist and mechanistic ideology which typifies
science created under the hegemony of the bourgeoisie, and which 1 would call
bourgeois science. Actually, positivism and mechanicism appeared as the main ideolo-
gies of the bourgeoisie in the 19th and 20th centuries in Europe with the works of
Hume, Comte, and, 1ater on, Durkheim. According to positivism, science must focus on
specifics to build up the genera1,100king at social phenomena as if those phenomena
were natural, ru1edby natural and thus harmonious rules. As Durkheim (47) indicated,
positivism reduces social phenomena to natural phenomena. And within that inter-
pretation, causality was supposed to be explained by association of immediately ~
observable phenomena. y
Positivism appears in medicine in its definition of disease as a biological phenome-=1

non caused by one or several factors which are always associated and observed in the
existence of that disease. Fo~ example, in one of the most widely used textbooks on
epidemiology in the Westem world, MacMahon (48) describes epidemiology-the
science of studying the distribution of health and disease-as an extension of demog-
raphy, and he defines that distribution according to age, sex, race, geography, and so
on, givingmajor importance to those individual characteristics which are either biologi-
calor physical. Moreover, .in explaining causality, MacMahon quotes Hume and
indicates that that causality can only be seen but not explained, since we can onlYj
focus on the degree of association between several subsequent events. ~
A legitimate question at this point is to ask how that positivist conception 011

medicine carne about. To answer that question, we have to go to the origins of
scientific medicine as we understand it today. And these origins appeared primari1y
in the 19th and 20th centuries during the same time that science emerged as a recog-
nized and legitimized area of endeavor. Those were times of large social upheavals and
unrest in Europe. Capitalism was being establíshed, chánging from a mercantile system
to an industrial one. Those changes had an overwhelming importance in defming the
nature of medicine, as well as that of health and disease. Qne version advanced by the
working class and by the revolutionary elements of the bourgeoisie, such as Virchow,
saw disease as a result of the oppressive nature of existent power relations of society ,
and thus saw the intervention in smashing (the revolutionary) or modifying (the
reformist) those power relations. Epitomized by the dictum that medicine is a social
science and politics is medicine on a large scale (Virchow), its best representative was
Engels, whose work on the conditions of the working class in Englanrl was a dramatic
document showing the political nature of the definition and distribution of disease.
His solution was written, with Marx, in the Communist Mani[esto, with rus call for
revolutionary change, where the first steps included the actual democratization of
política1, economic, and ideological spheres in society. This version of medicine,
however, did not prevail. The bourgeoisie, once it won its hegemony, supported
another version of medicine that would not threaten the power relations in which
it was dominant. The bourgeois social order was considered from then on as the
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~atural arder, where its class rules wouid be veiled and presented as rules af na't~re:
According1y, disease was not an outcome of specific power relations, but ra~er a
biological individual phenomenon where the cause of disease was the immedlately
observabL: factor, Le. the bacteria. In this redefinition, clinical medicine became
the branch of scientific medicine to study the biological-individual phenomena and
social medicine became that other branch of medicírÍe which would study the dis-
tribution of disease as the aggregate of individual phenomena. Both branches shared
thev;Slol1 of disease as an alteration, a pathological change in the human body (per-
ceived as a machine), caused by an outside agent (unicausality) or several agents
(multicausality). This mechanistic vision of hea1th and disease is still the prevalent
and dominant interpretation of medicine. Witness a recent defmition of health and
disease in Dorland's Medical Dictionary (49) in which health is defmed as "a normal
condition of body and mind, Le. with a11the parts functioning normally," and disease
is defined as "a definite morbid process having a characteristic train of symptoms-it
may affect the whole body or any of its parts, and its etiology, pathology, and prog-
nosis may be known or unknown." From this mechanistic understanding of health
and disease, it fo11ows that the division of labor (specialization) in medical knowledge
and practice has evolved around component parts of that body n1achine, Le. cardioll
ogy, neurology , and so forth. .

A related point is that the mechanistic interpretation of medicine was bullt upon
knowledge which had been generated previously (blood circulation by Harvey in 1628,
the microscope by Van Leeuwencheck in 1683, and others). But it would be erroneous
to consider scientific medicine as a mere linear evolution starting with those previous
discoveries. These discoven'es dJd. not lead to or create scientific medicine. Rather, it
was the victory of the industrial bourgeoisie which establish~d that positivist c01'1:cep-
tion of science and of medicine. The fact that those previous discoveries were used and
presented as the originators of scientific medicine was due to the change in the correla-
tion of forces and subsequent victory of the bourgeoisie as the dormnant class under
industrial capitalismo In this respect, scientific medicine was not the linear growth of
previous knowledge. Rather, and to use a Kuhnian term (50), a shift of paradigm took
place, establishing another paradigm carrying a new, positivist vision of disease which
added to \vhat had already been bullt. This point has to be repeated, because it is part
of the bourgeois understanding of scientific knowledge that this knowledge evolves
linearly with "new" discoveries based on previous ones, as if these discoveries were the
bricks on which the scientific building was constructed (51). According to this under-
standing, science and technology gro\v and determine the nature of power relations in
our societies; and the histoI)' of humanity becomes divided into stages determined by
the discovery of new technologies, which shape the nature of that historical stage,
e .g. industrial revolution, nuclear age, and so on. Science and technology thus appear
as the "motor" of history. But, as Braverman (52), among others, has shown, the
so-called technological breakthro.ughs were not the ones which established new social
orders; rather, the revefse was the case, Le. a new correlation. of forces used those
airead.v knov~'n technological breakthroughs which were, later on, presented as the
actual cause of that change in the social order. But those breakthroughs or scientific
3t'd techrl.)Iogical discoveries were used and put forward by new correlations of forces.
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The victory'and subsequent hegenl0ny of the bourgeoisie, for example, \vas the one
which stimulated scienée, including scientific lnedicine. lt was this polítical reality
which determined the advancement ,of the positivist and lnechanistic conception of
medicine, health, and disease. In other words, the power relations which existed under
the bourgeois order were the ones which determined the form and nature of medicine.
It led to a scientific inquiry where the aim of that inquiry was the discovery of the
cause or microorganism, and the -instrument of that inquiry was the rnicroscope. By
focusing on the microcausality of disease, however , science ignored the analysis of the
macrocausality, Le. the power relations in that society. Scientific inquiry in medicine
developed into a search for the cause: bacteria, parasite, virus, or, later on, the toxic
substance. Consequently, the strategy of intervention was the eradication of what
was supposeq to be the cause of éi~sease.Needless to say, that interpretation of disease
and of medica! intervention was supposed to be presented and perceived only and 1~1
exclusively as scientific and certainly not polítical. The dichotomy of science vs. {t
ideology was fiade quite clear and explicite The alternatlve explanation, Le. the
assumed 'cause" was a mere. intervening factor ano the actual cause of disease resided
in the power relations of that society, was dismissed as polítical, anti-scientific, and,
in sorne circles, perceived also as needing "eradication." In a report of the Rockefeller
Foundation on Health in Latin America (53), it was stressed that there was a great
need "to eradica te disease in vast areas of rural South America, otherwise the virus
of the tropics will soon attack the metropolis, a virus that can be biological or, even
worse, political." A clear call for scientific eradication of undesirable ideological
explanations! The limitations of this strategy of eradication based on the unicausal
interpretation of disease led to the later strategy of control instead of eradication.
But, most importantIy, that unicausal explanation was, and is, increasing1y abandoned
for the multicausal explanation of disease. Disease was later supposed to be deter-
mined by severa! causes, sorne of which included socioeconornic variables. But these
socioeconomic variables were added to other causes as if they were independent
variables, independent of each other. Social class thus appears as one more variable
which rnay be indirect1y associated with the direct and most important explanatory
variables. But this limitation of the eoncept of causality to the irnmediately observable
association between disease (e.g. caneer) and other specific events, such as smoking
and occupation, is intrinsieally limited since it leaves the key question unexplained,
Le. how those different events are related. As a recent report on cancer researeh (54)
published by the Vnited States government indicates, "a major defect in lTIOSteaneer
researeh in the Westem world [and, 1 would add, other worlds as well] is that most
caneer research has been based on looking for a single or multiple cause, ignoring the
interrelations among those assumed causes." What this report touehes on is that the
primary cause for our ignoranee of the eausality of caneer has been a limited under-
standing of causa lit y , a limitation that comes from the positivist understanding of
knowledge which 1 have indicated. By focusing on statistical association, positivists
are touehing on the appearance but not on the reality of the phenomena. In other
words, what are presented as "causes" are not the actual causes (55). The epistemo-
logical problem thus created eannot be solved either by indicating that those assumed
causes are inter.mediate causes, part of a network of causalities whose linkage among
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. the knots (intermediate variables) can" be 'measured by statistica1 associatibns~' nief
actual \vay of studying disease in any society is by analyzing its historica1. presen.ce
\vithin the political, economic, and ideological power relations in ~at speclfic .socIal
formation. And by this, 1 do not mean the analysis of the naturallustory of dlsease,
but rather the political, economic, and ideological determinants of that disease, deter-
minants resulting from the overall power relations which are primarlly based on the
social relations of production. These power relations' are the ones wruch determine the ..
nature and definition of disease, medical knowledge, and medica! practice. The under.:J
standing of the evolution and causality of black lung in the United States, for example,
.cannot come from an analysis of the natural history of black lung. It has to come from
an understanding of the class power relations in the United States and how the class
struggle shaped both the scientific definition, recognition, and knowledge of black
lung in the United Sta tes and the actual production and distribution of that disease.

What 1 have said so far should not lead, however, to the opposite conclusion that
the inquiry should be 1imited to the discovery of associations between specific power
relations and disease. Inother words, it is not enough to establish an association
between specific forms of capital accumulation or, say, economic cycles and certain
diseases. It is not enough to say that capitalism, for example, determines a certain
disease profI1e. It is necessary to research how those power relations appear, how they
are being reproduced, and how they determine the nature of death and disease in
society. The different categories of analysis, such as world of production, consump-
tion, and legi tinlation, need to be" understood in detall and related to the specific
mediating mechanisms that those sets of relations have with the apparent "causes" of
disease. In other words, what is needed is not the incorporation of the social as mere
additions to "environmental" variables which act on the individual; rather, what is
needed is an understanding of how diseases mediate social relations, Le. how the social
power relations determine both the social and physical environment and the
individual's experiences within that environment, including disease. Actually, there
is an urgent need to break with that new dichotomy of individual/environme"nt, which
is as false as the oId dichotomy of mind/body .

Consequently, the terms of the discourse have to be changed. Instead of using the
dichotomy individual/environment, we should analyze how social power relations
determine disease. Taking black lung as an example, we have to understand how the
social power rela tions defined and determined the working and living conditions of
the coal miners; how the workers struggled against them; and how, in that context,
medical knowledge and medica! practice carne int~ being to obfuscate or clarify the
nature of the damage inflicted on the coal miners. Needless to say, in the process of
this struggle individuaIs and classes have different knowledge, perceptions, and
ideologies regarding their own experiences, which leads me to the 1ast point 1 want
to stress: the existence of bourgeois science and working class science.

Eourgeois Science or. fVorking Class Science-- Utopia or Reality?

. Knowl;d~e is accu;;~lated, stored, produced, and reproduced in the daily practicet
01 people s lives. And the nature of that knowledge varies considerably, depending on "
the social ':lass practices. Each social class has its own practice which.appears in its
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own ideolo~y and culture, Le. a vision of reality, and vice versa, that ideology and
culture also appear as class practices. Thus, there is a bourgeois ideology , culture, and
knowledge given and reflected in bourgeois practice. And there is a working class
ideology, culture, and knowledge given and ref1ected in working class practice. There
is a bourgeois knowledge and a working class knowledge. Both classes have different
practices which generate different types of knowledge. The knowledge (legitimized)
under the name of science) produced by the bourgeoisie and reproduced in scientific
institutions, which denied, for example, that there was any relationship between work
and cancer, was bourgeois knowledge aimed at reproducing bourgeois power and
practices. The k.nowledge (perceived in scientific discourse as "hot air," "folklore," or
populist culture) produced by the working class and reproduced in its cultural forms,
affirming that work was killing its members, was, and is, working class knowledge
based on experience. From this, I conclude that there can be two types of sciences: a
bourgeois science and a working class science, each one based on different sets of
knowiedge and practice. To deny the aboye dichotomy is to assume a classless nature
of k.nowledge, and thus a knowledge absent of practice. These two different and even
conflicting visions of rea1ity -the bourgeois and the working class visions-are not
separated by clearcut boundaries without one influencing the other. Through the
process of class struggle, the working class develops and imposes its own vision of
reality on bourgeois science: witness current interest in researcrung the relationship
between work and caneer. This new development is due to a large degree to the
working class and the general population's outcry on the damage being created at the
workplace. But still, the hegemony which the bourgeoisie has in all scientific institu-
tions explains the nature and bias of that response, a bias reflected both in the choice
of are as tc? be researc4ed and the means and ways of researching it. The scientist
does rus job in institutions with the bourgeoisie. In this respect, the seientist is, to use
a Gramscian term, an organic intellectual of the bourgeoisie who explains the reality
with and for the bourgeoisie. This relationship of scientist/bourgeoisie is overwhelm-
ing}y clear in the United Sta tes, where most research is sponsored either by private
foundations or by the state where capital's representatives are extremely powerful
and influentia1.
The alternative, the socialist alternative, would be to carry on scientific inquiry

\Jvith the working class, analyzing rea1ity based on the extremely powerful knowledge
given by the dai1y practiee of the working class, and under the direetion of the work-
ing class. In this area I see a great area of struggle: to democratize the institutions and
to change the patterns of accountability of intelleetual workers, and to work together
with manual workers until eventually that dichotomy of intellectual/manual will be
questioned and diluted. No doubt, this change of aceountability requires a tough
struggle: the one of democratizing our institutions. In this respect, it was a great
victory for the Itallan working class when it won the right to control occupational
hea1th services at the factory level and also when it won the right to undertake
research at the factory with the researchers chosen by the workers. This is a clear
example of how the- strugg1es for democraey and for knowledge are one and the same.
Let me finish by saying that 1 am aware that many eyebrows will be raised when

reading this seetion of my artiele. The nightmare of the Stalinist distinetion between
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bourgeois science and proletarian science will undoubtedly be remembered. An<-!'~e
case of Lysenko will be imnlediately' raised as a warning against those dichotoffiles.
My answer to that legitimate concern is that the Stalinist version of proletarian science .
was not the scieonce developed by the \vorking class (which was not in power), but
rather the version given by the Stalinist leadership of the party which identified prole-
tarian science with dia1ectical materialism as defined and controlled by theln. The
fact that that agency of control was mislabeled proletarian science did not make that
science proletarian, nor does it make the whole concept of class-bound knowledge
meaningless. That is the mistake of Lecourt (56). It throws the baby out with the
bathwater. There is proletarian knowledge and mass knowledge which wil1 fully appear
and will flourish unhindered when there will be mass democratization in the process of
the creation of knowledge with the deprofessionalization of science, changing not only
the class composition of scientists but, most importantIy, the method and creation of
knowledge, knowledge created not by the few-the scientists-but by the many-the
working class and popular masses. As Gramsci once indicated, while a11human beings
are capable of being inte11ectuals, only a few are assigned that task. Similarly, while
a11human beings are capable of creating knowledge, on1y a few are given that task.
Mass democratization would imply a redefinition and redirection of that process of
the creation of knowledge. This process would not mean, of course, the absence of
a dil'ision of labor. But it would mean a change in the power relations in the creation
of knowledge, with a dramatic expansion of the capability of creation of knowledge,
with the working class and popular masses being the agents and not the objects of
that knowledge.

In other words, science is a social re/ation and, as such, the key operational issue
is not only for what class that knowledg~ is being produced (the uses of science) but,
most importantly, by what class, and its relat(~d question, with what class (the class
character of science) that knowledge is being produced. The failure to understand the
importance of these points explains the overabundance of references in which authors
continue to search for the perfect socia1ist scientific method that would enable them
to find the socialist truth. That search is not only a theoretical but a practical task as
well. And it requires a political and professional commitment lO the working class.
In other words, it requires the scientist to break with the role to which he is assigned
under bourgeois order and to al1y himself with the working class, not to lead that
class but to assist it in its potential for human liberation and creation of knowledge.
Let me try to be very specific and advance an example of the proposed relationship
with which 1 have experience, namely, two different ways and approaches to finding
reality at the workplace.

One would be the bourgeois ar positivist approach to finding the nature of a
specil1c health problem (e.g. toxic exposures) in a factory and a way of solving it.
The "expert" (epidemiologist or any other social scientist) usually ca11ed in by
management would first establish a hypotlzesis de travaille based on rus previous
knowledge of that prob~m. Needless to say,.it is part of the scjentific ideology that he
shauld be "objective" and unemotional about the issue under study. His only aim is
to tind the truth. As such, he would have a "hea1thy skepticism" about any subjective
statements or situations, relying more cOlnfortably on facts, and ver)' much in

_ M~--- --- ...-.._---- - ---------_....-----..
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particular 011' quantifiable facts. Second, he should try to obtain as much information
as possible from each individual worker in order to ascertain the ~acts. TIlrough
questionnaires, interviews, medical records, and so on, he would try to obtain from
each w0rker as much "objective" and quantifiable information as he could get and
find relevant. He would also try to locate the collective dimensions of the problem by
adding up the individual problems. Last but not least, he would try to test the
hypothesis by statistical manipulation of quantifiable (objective) information.
He would final1y submit a report for management's implementation. In that modus

operandi of research, workers appear as passive subjects of research, remaining in the
background and not in the forefront in the analysis and solution of the problem.
This method of inquiry and data gathering is the most frequent tool used in social
science research. Citizens, workers, blacks, w?men, etc'. are studied individually,
providing information through key instrunlents of inquiry, questionnaires or inter-
views. In all these approaches, three ideological positions-presented as scientific
conditions-are present: (a) theory and faet are two separate entities, of which the
former is supposed to be buUt upon the analysis pf the 1atter; (b) the expert, the
holder of proper methods of inquiry, is the active agent, while the studied object,
the worker or citizen, is a passive one, Le. the mere provider of information; and
(e) collective information is the aggregate of individual information. The process
and fmdings of tbis scientific inquiry are, of course, presented as objective and
value-free (universal and classless) (57).
It is not surprising that in the late 1960s, when many anti-authoritarian move.

ments appeared in the Western capitalist world, many of those ana1yzed passive
objects-workers, blacks, women-rebelled against that science and against those
scientists. At that time, alternative relations of production of knowledge were estab-
lished. In many Italian and Spanish factories, for example, workers' cornmittees and
assemblies were established which rebelled against the type of science that was carried
out in those factories. Froln then on, they did not allow any scientists to come inside
the factory and ask them questions (58). Instead, they developed another approach
in which the process of inquiry was carried out under their direction. Consequently)
a new production of knowledge took place in which all information regarding the
specific hea1th problem was (and is) produced and discussed collectively with the
correct understanding that a collective problematic is far more than the mere aggregate
of individual problematics. Moreover, .workers' assemblies have a collective memory
and experience that puts their perception of reality in a collective and historical
perspective. They know what is going on and what has been going on in that factory
process and environment for a long tilne. And they have first-hand experienee with
what that problem has meant for their collective and individual health and well-being.
Out of their collective discussion, they develop a hypothesis of what is happening in
the factory regarding the specific health problem. In that process of generating and
collecting data, subjective feelings, anxieties, and uneasiness are the propellil1g [orces
which guide all processes of gathering both objective and subjective data. Next the
workers call in sC.lentists of their own choosing to assist them in the collection and
analysis of whatever data the workers feel need study. In this process, the workers
keep a healthy skepticisln about the meaning of scieJ1ce, expertise, and objective
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information. They scrutinize aH objective data, and through the process of mutual
validation, they accept the value of the data depending on how it fits within their o\vn
perception of reality. It is worth stressing here that many years of exposure to occupa-
tional medicine have taught workers the lesson that science is not value-free knowledge
but very value-laden knowledge, reflecting the values of institutions where science is
created and the values of scientists who create that science. Finally, once agreed
collectively on the nature of the problem, the workers demand to participate collec-

tively in the solution of that problem.
This collective production of knowledge based on collective practice is an alternate

form of production of knowledge to the individual production of knowledge, charac-
teristic of the bourgeois model. Needless to say, it puts the scientist in a different
social relation with the subjeet 01 study. lt puts liim in an assistant role with his
information and knowledge being just a part of a broader and more important
knowledge which is created by the practice of the working c1ass.Needless to say, the
majority of scientists would oppose that diminution of their protagonism, since it
would diminish their power. Many arguments are likely to be used against that change
in power relations-ideological arguments presented as scientific arguments to defend
specific c1assinterests. The bourgeoisie and the majority of professionals will oppose
that change by every means possible, inc1uding sabotage. To believe, as Julian Tudor
Hart (59) does, that the majority of doctors are willlng to join the working c1assin
that change is to dangerously ignore history. From the October Revolution (60) to
Al1ende's Unidad popular (61), the medical profession has always fought by all means
the process of change led by the working c1ass.Still, that the majority of professionals
would oppose change does not mean, of course, that a minority within those profes-
sions cannot playa very important role in taking sides with the forces for change.
But in that process of changing c1assalliances, they wi11have to change not only their
role (from leaders to assistants) but also their methods of work and the social and
polltical context in which they use them. And it will be in that new realmof practice
that n~w social relations and a new science will be .created.

CONCLUSION
THE STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY

1 have shown in the three sections of this artic1e how bourgeois ideological
dominance reproduces dominant/dominated relations in the spheres of production,
polltics, and science, inc1uding medicine. Also, 1 have shown how the working c1ass
rebels against this bourgeois domination -in a continuous process of c1ass struggle,
which leaves its mark on all those spheres. The c1ass strugg1e takes many different
forms, but aims at changing and/or breaking with those pattems of domination which
oppress the workiqg c1assand popular masses.1t follows from what has been said that
their liberation reqtJtres the breaking of that pattern of control where the few and
not the many decide on the nature of our societies. And, by democratization 1 do not
mean the mere existence of a plurality of parties and of civil rights. 1 mean far more
than that. 1 mean a profound change in the pattern of control of the spheres of pro-
duction, consumption, representation, ideological discourse, and scientific endea vor
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where the many and not just the few have control. Specifical1y, democracy cannot be
seen as limited to the passive and indirect realm of representative potities. It has to be
seen, as Marx and Engels said, as the massive, active, and direct involvement by the
collectivity of workers and citizens in the governance of societal institutions where
they work, reside, study, enjoy themselves, and are being taken care oL As Hal Draper
(62) has indicated~ the greatest contribution which Marx and Engels gave 1.0 the his-
tory of humanity was to reveal the clear symbiosis between socialism and democracy.
As he put it, "Marx's socialism (communism) as a political program may be most
quick1y defined, from the Marxist standpoint, as the complete demoeratization of
society, not merely .of political forms." The struggle for demoeracy needs to combine
struggles in the institutions of representative demoeracy, where power is delegated
to full-time representatives-the "experts" in politics-with, most in1portant1y, strug-
gles to achieve forms of direct and mass democracy where power is retamed by the
users and workers in all societal institutions. For example ~jn order to change not only
the priorities but also the nature of lnedical and scientific institutions, there is a need
to win control of those il1stitutions, not onIy indirectly t.hrough elected offieials in the
realm of representative democracy, but most important1y, through direct and
assembly -type of denlocracy where workers, employees, users, and communities
control those institutions. In other words, a socialist transformation will not occur
without a massive and direct participation by the majority of the population in that
process of transformation. As Marx once said, voting in a representative democracy
gives an individual the right but not the power to change society. Eugene Debs put it
in a more folksy manner: " ... voting for socialism is not socialism any more than a
menu is a meal." This right-the. right to decide-has to be ~ccompanied by the power
which comes from actual direct participation and control by the majority of the
population of their institutions. .

To suro up, there is a need for the working elass, through its different instruments
and forros of strugg1e, to aim at a massive democratization of our societies, under-
standing democracy not only as an exercise in voting every so many years, but, most
importantly, as a direct form of participation on a dai1y basis by the working class
and popular masses in all economic, political, and social institutions (including the
lnedical and scientific institutions). It is only in this way that the democratization of
our institutions wi11 imply a massive transformation of the majority of our working
populations from being passive subjects to active agents in the redefmition of those
societies, a transformation that takes place as part and parcel of their becoming the
agents and not the objects of history.
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